AbslrseL Two mechanisms leading to the emission of electmns during the scattering of ions from a metal sulface at grazing incidence are investigated. Emission probabilities are derived uithin a Semiclasical approximation starling from fint principles. For the capture of urget electmns to the projectile continuum. fin1 numerical results show three dominant features in the emitted electron spectrum. In addition to the Caulamb-cusp at zero relative velocity of electron and pmjectile, two stmctwes with widths related to the Fermi energy of llie metal conduction h n d are identified. l l l h e y correspond to slow Zofl-collision' electrons and binary-encounter electrons, where the latter are most likely emitted at twice the pmjcctile speed.
Introduction
During collisions with isolated atoms, passage through foils, or interactions with solid surfaces, energetic ions lead to the emission of electrons (Datz er For gaseous targets, two mechanisms leading to cusp-electrons can be distinguished. For hare or nearly bare projectile ions, cusp-elcctrons result from the capture of target electrons into low-lying projectile continuum states, a process callcd electron capture to thc wntinuum (ECC). The ECC cusp only occurs at small projectile scattering angles and is asymmetric with higher intensities on the low energy side. While the energy position and approximate form of the cusp is reproduced in the Born approximation (using Coulomh waves for the continuum states), the explanation of its asymmetry requires the inclusion of higher terms in the Born series (Shakeshalt and Spruch 1978, Macek e! ol 1981). Thc sccond mcchanism, electron loss to the continuum (ELC), occurs if the projectile carries loosely hound electrons. As i n the case of ECC, the position and approximate shape of the cusp for ELc are given in lowest-order pcrturhation theory, whcrcas its asymmetry only shows up in a higher-order dcscription. 
U Thumni
For solid targets, the mechanisms responsible for the emission of convoy electrons are not understood in detail (Shchez el al 1989). In general, many charge exchange processes occur during the passage of the projectile through a foil. The convoyelectron yield depends sensitively on the foil thickness, the composition of the exit surface and the charge state and velocity of the projectile. According to Koschar ef ai (1987) , the EU: process dominates during the passage of protons through carbon foils. Similarly, according to Schiwietz et a1 (199a) , the ELC ing the passage of fast highly charged neon ions through thin carbon foils. Yamazaki and Oda (1984) argue that electrons set in motion inside the foil propagate independently of the projectile towards the exit surface. Subsequently, under the influence of the surface potential, these nearly free electrons are captured into projectile continuum states. The surface dependence of the convoy-electron yield in beam-foil experiments has been confirmed by SAnchez ef al (1989) . The electron yield from the collision of 60 keV protons with sodium-covered aluminium foils shows a strong dependence on the degree of the sodium coverage.
The strong dependence on the exit surface motivates the investigation of electron emission during grazing incident beam-surface collisions, which probe the surface dependence in pure form. In such experiments with 6 3 4 0 keV protons colliding with aluminium and copper surfaces, convoy-electron peaks have been measured (Fcrrariis and Baragiola 1986, Strohmeier 1986 , Winter el al 1989) which are significantly broader than in ionbatom and ion-foil geometries. In first calculations (Winter CI al 1989), this broadening was traced to the non-Coulomb-like modification of the final-state interaction due to a dipole field produced by the projectile and its image charge.
In this paper, we derive analytical expressions for the ECC and ELC scattering amplitudes and electron emission probabilities for the scattering of fast ions at metal surfaces at grazing incidence. In the case of ECC, we discuss qualitative features of the numerically calculated differential emission probability and relate the results to corresponding phenomena in ion-atom collisions. In both cases the theoretical procedures are semiclassical and closely related to the well known impact parameter method used in the description of ion-atom collisions (Briggs 1977 
Electron capture to the continuum
In formulating the scattering amplitude we assume that the projectile ion moves on a prescribed classical trajectory R(1) with velocity v ( 1 ) with respect to an arbitrary origin located in the electronic surface. A formal derivation of first-and higher-order approximations to the exact semiclassical scattering amplitude has been given hefore (Thumm and Briggs 1989b To perform the time integral in (1) analytically we need to specify the ion uajectory. The most convenient choice is a broken straight line trajectory (figure 1). Such reflection of an ion at grazing incidence and no fundamentally new effects would be expected from a more exact description of the classical motion. For a coordinate system with the c-y plane in the surface, the positive z-axis along thc surface normal towards the vacuum and the positive z-axis along the projected projectile motion in the surface plane, this trajectory is parameterized by In table 2 we show critical perpendicular velocities and energies for the penetration of hydrogen atoms and protons into a tungsten surface calculated within the continuum-plane model and different interatomic potentials. As in table 1, for the Biersack-Ziegler potential, we compare the two limiting cases, neutralization (BZ) and no neutralization (BZ-p) . and find higher critical values for the latter. 
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For the broken line trajectoly (5) Q expressed in terms of an integration over the initial state momentum distribution in (6) and the r-integral in (8). Under the assumption that large momentum components of the initial state yield negligible contributions to (1) (as is true for the jellium initial state discussed later) in the high parallel velocity limit IBl'< 1 holds and (ErdBlyi 1953)
The r-integral in (8) expresses the interaction of the projectile charge with the emitted electron in the continuum. This is easily seen by replacing the Coulomb wave in (1) by a plane wave describing the free motion of the emitted electron. In this case A* is simply given by the Fourier transform of the Coulomb operator 1/r. and the normalization factor F ( q ) in (6) is replaced by (Z7r)-3/2.
Specification of initial s f a m
Electron distributions inside a metal have been described self-consistently within the local density functional approximation ( b n g and Kohn 1970 , Lang 1973 We consider fast ion-surface collisions at grazing incidence for which ull is larger than IC, such that (9) holds. With (9) and the initial states given by (11) the scattering amplitude can he summarized as
The three terms in (11) describe the incident, reflected and transmitted parts of the metal-electron wavefunction. The corresponding prohahility densities are well localized in p-space such that all the momentum components in (12) are practically limited to finite values. Thus, for large vII, Bi hchaves as I /q. Therefore, emphasizing the qualitative aspects of the capture proccss while kecping the numerical effort reasonably small, we rcplace the factor with the exponent io by l. This replacement is equivalent to an approximation made in the projectile final state (2). However, we want to emphasize that our calculation still includes the main physical effect of the projectile's Coulomb potential on the active electron, i.e. the Coulomb cusp, through the normalization constant F in (12). In this high parallel vclocity approximation the p,-integration can he performed analytically hy contour integration. The contributions f-and /+ to the scattering amplitude from the incoming and outgoing trajectories are treated separatcly and the two cases of b > 0 (the ion does not penetrate the electronic surface defined hy the jcllium edge) and b < 0 (penctration) are distinguished. Regarded as a function of 6 the amplitude has a bi-exponentially decaying form also found in the description of radiative ion-surface collisions phumm and Brims 1989a),
Non-penetrating ions
The term with the decay constant d reflects the momentum matching condition kil = qll for the parallel motion of the active electron in the initial and final states. The second term reflects the exponentially decreasing jellium electron density outside the surface.
Penetrating iom
For 6 < 0 the ions may still be reflected at the topmost lattice plane situated half a lattice constant below the jellium edge. The integration wntour has to be closed in the lower half plane, where f-and f + each have four simple poles. In analogy to (13) we obtain
Where ex p{ -ik, 6)
The amplitude becomes singular with respect to q for perfect parallel momentum matching of initial and final state. The position of these singularities depends on k such that they are smeared out after an integration Over all conduction-band states. In contrast to these singularities the 'Coulomb singularity' produced by the factor F in C is not influenced by the integration over the initial states.
Limiting case of a straight-line wajectory parallel to the surface
For vI -+ 0, the principal contributions to I-and I + (equation (6) The 6 distribution is singular for certain E = i q 2 . For small zlI # 0 these singularities are collisionally 'broadened' to peaks due to the projectile motion perpendicular to the surface. The width of these peaks increases with uI in agreement with an uncertainty relation for collision time and the energy ;U; of the perpendicular motion. For qz > 0 the peaks are h o w n as binary-encounter peaks in the electron spectra of h n -a _ t~m m!!i!i~nn. n p nenh nmdured for p < 0 mrr~snnnd to verv ~l n w emitted electrons which will be referred to as 'soft-collision electrons' and require small momentum transfers or larger impact parameters. Figure 2 shows the emission probability differential with respect to initial and final state as a function of the emitted electron's momentum component q, along 6,1 for the system p + W at grazing incidence (uII 2 , uI = 0.02). The momentum components perpendicuiar to the scattering piane ot the active eiectron in the initiai and finai state are ky = 0, IC, = 0.5 and q, = q, = 0, respectively (note that k is defined in the laboratory frame and q in the projectile frame). The distance of closest approach has been determined within the continuum-plane model, in connection with the Lindhard interatomic potential. For the given system and perpendicular velocity this yields a distance of closest approach to the top layer of 6, = 2.06 or b = -0.04 (table I, the lattice constant for W is d = 6 ) . Since 6 is negative, the proton is supposed to penetrate the electronic surface before it is rcllected at the uppermost layer of lattice points.
Emirsion probabilities
The three curves in figure 2 correspond to initial states with diffcrent k,, i.e. ' to conduction-band electrons with different velocity .components along iJI1. The pcaks at qz 4 1.15, 1.9 and 2.3 corrcspond to binary-encounter electrons which are emitted in the forward direction of the projectile. Their spced in the laboratory frame is approximately 27iI1 which has a simple physical explanation in terms of an elastic reflection oC metal elcctrons from the projectile as the projectile dives into the electronic surface. The soft-collision elcctrons arc emitted with larger probabilities than the binary-encounter elcctrons. Thcir pcaks arc located at parallel momenta (equation (2) ). This factor is related to the long-range behaviour of the projectile's Coulomb potential. The l / q singularity in this factor expresses the ability of the Coulomb potential to attract probability density from an infinite volume towards the projectile nucleus. It vanishes as soon as the potential is cut off at a fixed hut arbitrarily large ladius.
The differential emission probabilitics in figure 2 show the physics incorporated in our first-order model in a qualitative way. No absolute values are given since quantitative results depend strongly on the distance bo which is, itself, sensitive to such model assumptions as the choice of an internuclear potential (cf table 1) and a broken straight-line projectile trajectory. In addition, especially lor the emission of soft-collision electrons, we would not expect more than an order of magnitude estimate due to the limitation to first-order perturbation theory.
Alter integration over all initial states at zero tcmperature the emission prohahility, differential with respect to the momentum of the emitted electron, reads Without actually carlying out the integration over the initial conduction-band states numerically, we can infer, from the &-dependence of d P / d k d q shown by the three curves in figure 2 , that the main effect of this integration would result in a broadening of the soft-collision and binary-encounter peaks to structures of an approximate width of 2k,, whereas the Coulomb cusp at q = 0 is left unchanged.
Electron loss to the continuum
In describing the process of electron loss to the continuum we assume that a metal electron has been captured on the incoming part of the trajectory into a bound state of the projectile at a relatively large ion-surface distance. While the projectile is specularly reflected at the surface, the supposed hydrogenic projectile loses its electron to a continuum state of projectile and target. Due to the slow projectile motion perpendicular to the surface (grazing incidence), the target strongly influences the active eiectron, even at high projectiie energies. uniike the situation in iast ion-atom collisions the description of the final state as a Coulomb state, i.e. the neglect of the target's influence, is not appropriate here. We therefore include target interactions due to an image charge induced by the projectile nucleus. The total final-state interaction is then due to a dipole formed by the projectile nucleus and its image charge. The different threshold behaviour of dipole and Coulomb states is The steady connection of V, and Vil"' strictly speaking requires a modification of the potentials at small z. At small z , however, Vi,"' as defined here loses its meaning as a description of the collective response of the metal-electron gas to the external electron.
The dipole potential induces a local enhancement of the electron probability density in the final channel within a cone that stands perpendicularly on the surface (such that the projectile lies on its symmetry axis) and opens towards the vacuum. The theory of final-state interaction (Gillespie 1964 (Gillespie , 7aylor 1972 The Ricatti-Bessel function behaves for small arguments as Close to threshold (small q ) scattering is dominated by s-wave contributions. For constant dipole potential strength the dipole wavefunction can then be separated (lkylor 1972) into the enhancement factor and a plane wave as In fact, for grazing incidence collisions, the potential strength varies slowly in f. due to the perpendicular motion of the projectile. In an adiabatic approximation we therefore replace R by R ( t ) in (18 (Gailitis 1962 , O'Malley 1965 , Domcke and Cederhaum 1980 , Estrada and Domcke 1984 . The resulting expressions, however, are very unwieldy. Alternatively the integral in (17) and ~p , can be calculated numerically (the latter efficiently by using the Numerov method).
The threshold behaviour of the 1 = 0 dipole and Coulomb Jost function are identical. Equations (20) and (21) are therefore not suitable to describe the observed broadened cusp. They are, however, useful for an order-of-magnitude estimate of EL13 emission probabilities. In order to describe not only the magnitude, but the 'wings' of the cusp as well, i.e. its width, higher angular momenta must he taken into account. Their threshold behaviour is given by where the argument of the root is supposed to be positive, D is the dipole potential strength and the coefficient a(1) gives the relative contribution of the 1th partial wave.
The emission prohability may be parametrized as where t h e parameters A and B > 0 inciude the averaged contribution of partiai waves with 1 # 0. After folding P with the detector rcsolution, R,, A and R can he determined by fitting the result to measured spectra.
Summary and conclusions
We have outlined a semiclassical theory for electron emission in fast grazing incidence ion-surface collisions which is closely related to the impact parameter method, well known from the theory of fast ion-atom collisions. Modifications are due to the different symmetry and electronic structure of thc target. While for ionic or atomic targets the initial states are bound, i.e. localized, we consider delocalized states of a metal conduction hand and dcscrihc them as jcllium states in a simple model. Furthermore, the classical projcctilc path is rcprcscnted by one hrokcn siraight-line trajectory as opposed to a bundle of straight-line trajcctorics, each spccilied by an impact parameter, used in thc case of gaseous targets. In the limiting case of zero perpendicular velocity the projectile moves along a straight line parallel to the surface U Thumm and the analytical expressions for the scattering amplitude hecome formally identical to the corresponding expressions for ion-atom collisions. The theory is Galileiinvariant and therefore includes kinematic level shifts in a natural way. It has been applied to two processes leading to the emission of delocalized metal electrons. For electrons emitted from jellium states (ECC) we provide analytical expressions for the scattering amplitude in lowest-order perturbation theory. While the initial state resolved spectra show three peaks of different physical origin (soft-collision, cusp and binary-encounter electrons), Ohi o of these peaks, corresponding to soft-collision and binary-encounter electrons, are expected to broaden to structures of approximately twice the conduction-hand width. The third peak (cusp electrons) is only related to the final state. Its shape, therefore, remains unchanged.
Within the same semiclassical framework we have outlined the theory for the emission of electrons (ELC) hound to the projectile, e.g. after being resonantly captured hy the incident ion at large distances from the surface. The mmbined effect of the projectile nucleus and its induced image charge on the emitted electron is included in the form of a asymptotic dipole final-state interaction. Finally, approximations have been suggested which lead to the factorization of the scattering amplitude into a dipole-enhancement factor and the first-order amplitude for a free final state.
Measured ECC spectra are expected to show additional structures in the hroadened soft-collision and binayencounter peaks. These structures should be mainly related to the metal density of states and, to a much smaller extent, to the detailed structure of the metal electronic states (which are subject to average processes during the calculation of scattering amplitudes). The jellium model does not include this structure. However it could he accounted for by replacing in (16) the constant jellium density of states (in /+space) by a more realistic densityaf-states function, derived either from surface electronic structure calculations or measurements (e.g. measured Auger spectra).
Recently, MiSkoviC and Janev (1989) published a paper on the emission of conduction-hand electrons due to Auger neutralization at grazing incidence protonsurface collisions. The calculated emitted electron energy distribution was shown to experience a strong increase in the peak position and width, with simultaneous decrease in the peak value, as the parallel velocity increased. For the highest considsupposed in figure 2, the distribution of Auger electrons was found to cover a wide range of emitted electron energies. This range appears to be larger than the range of approximately 2 k , predicted in this paper for the distributions of soft-collision and binary-encounter electrons, such that for fast grazing incidence collisions, the emitted electron distrihutions corresponding to diffcrent emission mechanisms might he distinguished hy their widths.
